The MERL Little Mice Garden Trail

Find Little Mouse’s family in our glorious Garden!

Little Mouse is the happy host of Friday Fledglings, our outdoor learning activities for pre-schoolers and their carers.

Nature was busy in The MERL Garden during lockdown, not least of all with little mice.

Ten little mice are now hiding amongst trees, walls, flower beds and in all sorts of places...

Find each mouse and their letter of the alphabet. We have given you some clues to help! You can go around the Garden in any direction you like.

Write down the letters you find with the little mice:

This mouse follows the flock
This mouse smells of mint
This mouse is hopeful for honey
This mouse says goodnight to the flowers
This mouse likes being tickled with feathers
This mouse has its own little house
This mouse is learning to drive
This mouse seeks a shady spot
This mouse likes to splish & splash
This mouse wants some tea & cake

When you have found all ten little mice, jumble up the ten letters to spell out Little Mouse’s favourite flower...

Take your seeds home and enjoy planting and looking after them!